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Boyan Ivanov, co-founder and CEO StorPool

Best-of-breed block storage software
1. Software company scale-out, block storage software

a. Primary, Flash (SATA / NVMe)
2. Not your typical Valley startup
3. Doing this before SDS / SDN / SDDC & “marketing-defined storage”
4. Delivered as a working storage solution on customer’s hardware

a. Fully-Managed software + 24/7/365 support, SLAs, etc
b. HCL or
c. Pre-integrated solution

5. SDS 2.0 - feature rich shared storage system faster than local SSD
6. Developed from scratch

a. Own on-disk format, protocol, quorum, client, etc
b. Fully distributed, scale-out, online changes of everything, etc
c. Running in production for 6+ years; numerous 1PB+ flash systems; 17 major 

releases, global customers
7. Target customers - companies building private and public clouds

a. SPs and public clouds
b. Enterprises and various private clouds

8. Use cases - DB, VM, VDI
9. Replace single purpose SAN / AFA or other “inferior” software

Example [photo]
NVMe Shared storage system
1. Latency: < 100microseconds
2. Throughput: >1M IOPS per server (scale-out, 10 servers = 10M IOPS @ around 
300 microseconds)
3. Feature rich:
4. Fully managed:
5. TCO over 3 years

Typical license is per month, and driven by capacity. History of OpEx focused 
customers like service providers

Boyan Krosnov, co-founder and Chief of Product
“You can’t have your cake and eat it”

Data Management, Performance and Scale at the same time. If you have something 
that does 2 that’s exceptional.



Performance - Local SSD
Scale - Ceph Multi-PB HDD Cluster
Data Management - ZFS

Why Performance?
Fast storage system = more work done per CPU

The virtualisation and cloud promise:
- near-zero overhead
- vDisks as fast as a local SSD (are they really?)
- efficient consolidation of workloads

Why Scale Matters
- public and private cloud
- mobile and web apps, SaaS
- DevOps, Infratructure as code

What is scale
- API-driven, integrations
- scale by adding nodes / drives
- pooling of capacity and performance
- metric collection and monitoring
- deployment automation

Scale with StorPool



Data Management with StorPool

Architecture and Demo



Data Plane

2 Ethernet switches
Scale out storage nodes - 3+
10s of compute nodes



* CLI / Analytics Demo

https://opennebula.org/

https://grafana.com/

*Performance Demo



*Boyan I - Case Studies








